At the 2009 Artificial Intelligence and Simulation of Behaviour Convention, held in Edinburgh in April 2009, we chaired a vibrant Symposium on the ''Social Impact of AI''. The intentionally provoking subtitle of ''Killer Robots or Friendly Fridges'' highlighted the contradictory strands in public attitudes to AI beyond academic research circles. These are fed variously by: almost 100 years of speculative fiction and film; journalistic hyping of sober scientific and engineering advances; along with the slow and prosaic deployment of AI technologies in everyday artefacts.
During the Symposium, over thirty people attended seven challenging presentations by international practitioners, engendering lively debate and controversy. Subsequently, we invited the presenters to refine and expand their papers, and attendees to submit new relevant work, for this special issue of AI & Society. After refereeing, from ten submissions, we are now pleased to introduce five: Draude reconstructs the Uncanny Valley, drawing strongly on the legacy of Hoffman's Sandman story, where human emotional involvement overcomes the ''natural'' revulsion to the ''artificial''. In contrast, Vargas et al. explore how a characteristic ''robo-ethics'' could be elaborated to mitigate this long-standing dichotomy. In a complementary paper, Kupferberg et al. consider how the perceived naturalness of artificial constructs is affected by their movement and gait. Pagallo discusses how legal notions of agency might change as the autonomy of artificial systems develops. Finally, Lucas surveys the usefulness of AI-based social models to concrete social and policy analyses.
Overall, these papers offer an engaging snapshot of current research foci on the interactions between Artificial Intelligence and wider society.
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